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• Achieve European academic
excellence and industry
relevance, attract young
talent and provide incentives
for it to stay in Europe.

• Nurture a new generation of
AI talent by offering
educational courses, student
exchanges, AI Mellontogy
symposiums and summer
schools.

• Create a mechanism for
inter-university sharing of
educational assets in the
area of PhD-level AI.

• Establish a charter for
European universities to
share, accredit, and
recognise  PhD education
credits in the area of AI.

Short courses / Tutorials are sessions 
addressing specific topics with a 
duration of around 5 to 16 hours. 

Semester courses are typically part 
of the university curriculum and have 
a duration of approx. 40 hours and 
offer 5-7 credits. 

AI PhD curriculum showcases the AI 
subjects addressed in educational 
programs in Europe.
AI PhD excellence benchmarking 
guidelines have also been developed.

Seasonal Schools like summer schools.

Universities/Research 
Centres 

• Gain visibility and recognition

• Expand the educational offers and
opportunities for current and
prospective students

• Attract new talents

AI 
Lecturers/Professors

• Increase the reach and attendance
of courses

• Capitalise on the aggregated
expertise and educational resources

• Share knowledge and establish
collaborations

AI Ph.D. students and 
Postdocs

• Join quality AI courses delivered
by distinguished AI lecturers worldwide

• Access to educational resources
and expertise

• Get an AIDA Certificate of Course
Attendance (CCA)

Short courses Semester courses

Seasonal Schools

AI PhD curriculum

AI Excellence lecture series where 
top highly-cited senior AI scientists 
or Junior AI scientists deliver 
high-quality scientific lectures

Educational resources repository of 
workshops recordings, presentations, 
reports and other materials.

Educational resources repository

Other community-driven events such 
the AI Mellontology Symposium. 

Other community-driven events

AI Excellence lecture series

Who can benefit 
from AIDA and how 

What AIDA has to 
offer 

AIDA 
aims to


